
 

 

 
 
 
In 2014, Pilling St John the Baptist, in Morecambe Bay, was invited to be one of two parishes working with 
Germinate: The Arthur Rank Centre on a project exploring rural isolation. Around twenty people from the 
local community, representing churches, charities, local business, and the parish council came together to 
highlight key issues facing the area and begin to identify potential solutions. 
 
As a result of this project, Pilling parish church now runs a food bag scheme, a term chosen to distinguish 
the initiative from nearby ‘foodbanks’ which are more formal and occasionally a little admin-heavy. This is a 
simple, mercy-focused, scheme with drop off points for produce around the village. A volunteer from the 
village collects the produce and takes it to the church. Another volunteer bags the food up and ensures that 
there are a couple of bags, each containing a day’s food for a family, in the porch at all times. We don’t 
monitor how the service is used, but we do know that the food is going to those who really need it. 
 
Other activities, including bereavement support, dementia awareness sessions, prayers for healing at the 
local pottery and the formation of a team of pastoral visitors have followed. These are all run by local 
volunteers and focus on local need. The latest initiative is Helping Hands, connecting volunteers from the 
local church with those who need help and support: transport for medical appointments, collection of 
shopping or prescriptions, or a lift to local church services. While we recognise that there will always be 
more that we can do, we are grateful that Germinate’s project gave us the kick-start we needed to start 
doing something about the isolation issues we all face. 
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This article first appeared in Country Way 77: Rural Isolation and Loneliness, February 2018. Go to 
germinate.net/country-way  for more information about how to subscribe. 
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